Vertigo Match#2 – Text used in Electronics part
T1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hangar hashuch = Dark hangar
Petra im mixer = Petra with a mixer
Nish’enet al aron = Resting on a closet
Barzel afor = Grey iron
Yoshevet al haritzpa = Sitting o the floor

T2
1. Sukaryot menta mefuzarot = Mints spread
2. Kol hamalchinim yoshvim batzad = All composers are sitting aside
3. Ani rotza lehitztaref lichtov = I want to join composing
T2b
1. I efshar lisgor et hadelet = It’s not possible to close the door
2. Yesh ra’ash = There;s noise
3. Ani mistovevet mechapeset sheket = Im going around looking for silence
T3a
1. Mishehu nitzmad alay = Someone is wrapping on me
2. Tavshil = Casserole
3. Ochlim mehamekarer = Eating from the fridge
T3b
1. Marak Kneydalach = Kniidallach soup
2. Rak ha’Kniidallach bli hamarak = Only the Kniidallach without the soup
T3c
1.
2.
3.
4.

Anachnu megi’ot be’ichur = We (*female) arrive late
Shulchanot arukim munachim be’reish = Long tables set in an ‘r’ way
Naganei klei meitar = String players
Shtei revi’I’yot meitarim kor’ot mehadaf = 2 String quartets are sight reading

T3d
1. Ani omeret kvar k’she’ani roa = I say already when I see
2. Me’ha’chalonot ha’shkufim = From the transparent windows
T4a
1. Sheze yetzira minimalistit = That this is a minimalistic piece
2. Repitativi. Loopim = Repetetive. Loops.

T4b
1. Hamora megisha manot = The teacher is serving dishes
T4c
1. Kshe’anchnu mityashvot zo hamana hashishit = When we sit down it’s the 6th dish
T5a
1. Ze mashehu metugan beperorey lechem = Its something fried in breadcrumbs
T5b
1. Bidiyuk achareynu nigmar la hachtichot mehatzalachet = Right after us the pieces from
her plate are finished
T5c
1. Vehi omeret shemazal = and she says its luck
T5d
Sheyesh la mana shishit shniya = That she has a second 6th dish
Mashehu acher = Something else
Miklachat, etz, baya’ar = Shower, tree, in the forest
Suzan medaberet iti bemeshech sha’ata’yim = Suzan is talking to me for two hours
Vetoch kedey anachnu osot siyor bacampus = While were walking were making a tour in
the campus
6. Hamakom mukar li michalom acher = The place is familiar to me from another dream
7. Yesh shtey banot = There are two girls
8. Achayot = Sisters
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

9. Ani chishevet shehen teomot aval hen lo = I think they’re twins but they’re not
10. Hi omeret she’achat mehen nir’et harbe yoter = She says one of them looks much more
11. G’dola me’a’chota = Bigger then her sister
12. Yoter bogeret vemehira le’umat achota = More mature and fast comparing to her sister

